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Race To The Line…. Reach for the stars! 
In the UK, and in many countries worldwide, there is a shortage of scientists, engineers and 

mathematicians and we therefore urgently need our young people to be motivated to enjoy and 

study Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts (digital and design) and Maths (STEAM) subjects at 

school and then at University. The Race To The Line challenge provides an engaging and exciting 

context for a range of Science, Design & Technology, Computing and Mathematics activities.  

The challenge endeavours to be a catalyst through which young people will acquire the skills and 

develop the innovative talents that will enable them to forge careers in a modern world and to help 

overcome the challenges we face on a global scale. With the focus on rocket power and 

aerodynamics and managing mass and strength through using modern manufacturing approaches, 

the challenge and the core design challenge also encourages students to engage with key 

aerospace technologies, ideas and concepts. Students will be able to explore ideas that will lead to 

future forms of transport and new opportunities in space exploration.  

The document outlines the project and suggests ideas to help run the Race To The Line challenge 

as a cross-curricular STEAM project to help students see the links between subjects and concepts. 
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What’s changed for 2021? 
For schools that have taken part in Race To The Line UK before, there are some changes introduced this year 
for obvious reasons.  

The challenge is now in school only! 

‘Race To The Line’ will for the foreseeable future be an in school activity only. There is no global leader board, 
no regional or national finals, and no timelines. Any school anywhere on the planet can get involved if they 
wish to use the challenge as  away to inspire and engage their learners.

There will be only CO2 rocket Motors supplied 

To make life easier for everyone this year the cars will be powered by CO2 cannisters and new launcher 
designed for schools to make themselves. Yes this halves the thrust of the cars but it also reduces by a 5th 
the cost of rocket motors, makes it much safer to run and brings it inside if preferred by the school.

Bio-Compostable Foam Blocks 

We have managed to source a partner - BIO-Viron - who have made us a block that is bio-compostable so will 
add a whole new dimension of learning around sustainability. They are the same price as before, but much 
better for the planet!

Timing changes and recording motion data presents a new STEAM challenge and 

coding opportunity for students. 

We are looking at alternatives to the micro:bit in the car and are aiming to provide a kit of parts to make a 

simple switch based timing gate to enable accurate timing of cars on race days by schools. 

CO2 launcher system design 
A CO2 based system has been developed for the new season which schools can build using TLP supplied 

parts.  Rapidly releasing CO2 provides a substantial thrust like a rocket but can be used safely in a school hall 

or corridor. 
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Race To The Line overview 
The Race To The Line challenge objective is simple: Student teams must design and make the fastest rocket 

powered car they can and compete with their designs across multiple stages in a national challenge. 

Every team’s car will use the same size rocket motor and compete over the same track distance.  The winning 

teams on race days will have the cars that have the most efficient aerodynamics, have lower mass and that 

have safe, well designed wheels that reduce friction and can survive the forces of a high speed run. 

Every student taking part will have an opportunity to refine their designs through the at-school test stages.  

The key challenges for student teams are: 

• to shape the foam block into the most aerodynamic and lightweight shape possible within the safety

guidelines and rules,

• to create efficient wheels and axles that are safe and strong and meet size limits,

• to develop a precision timing solution to measure the performance of their cars,

• to devise and carry out tests to evaluate, refine and improve their designs.

The challenge timeline 

BY END OF SUMMER 2021 : Pre Order your foam blocks from the shop 

Autumn 2019: School Staff CPD Sessions Online for those that want it
staff members from each new school can attend a CPD session.   A series of drop in updates for existing 

schools will also be published. Kit will be delivered in the Autumn for those that order before the end of the 
summer term. those that order in the Autumn should expect to receive their kit in the Spring term and so on. 
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Regional final race days & the national final 
There will be no regional or national finals race days for the next few years until we 

know exactly how Covid 19 is going to behave.
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Key science and engineering concepts 
The challenge is essentially a nationwide science experiment around forces and motion and provides teams 

of students an opportunity to collaborate to engage in authentic design and technology, science, coding and 

engineering activity. 

The STEAM lesson resources cover numerous curriculum themes and topics. 

Mass, Force and Acceleration 

The challenge provides an easy to understand introduction to Newton’s Laws of Motion. Students can 

observe the effects of the force of a rocket motor in a vehicle and explore the key concept in Newton’s 

Second Law (F=ma) by observing the effects of changing or reducing the mass of their vehicles.   

Aerodynamics and Friction

Reducing friction is a key to achieving maximum speed. By reducing the drag against air molecules and 

improving the airflow around their vehicle, students can see the impact of any aerodynamic changes they 

make.  Students can modify the wheels, axles and bearings to reduce other points of friction in their designs. 

Material Science, 3D Design and Modern Manufacturing 

It is not enough to make wheels and axles that are lightweight, they also need to be strong to withstand the 

powerful G forces and impacts with the hard ground that they will take during a rocket powered run. 

Students can explore and test the resilience and strength of different wheel and axle materials. The challenge 

also provides a great opportunity to explore new manufacturing approaches inc. 3D-printed and laser cutting. 

Telemetry and Timing 

To effectively evaluate their designs and improvements, accurate data are crucial.  Lesson content includes a 

variety of approaches for students to design, make and code ways to measure the speed and acceleration of 

their cars using motion sensing, timing gates or apps. 

See appendix for more curriculum information and assessment resources. 

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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What resources do schools get? 
Schools will all receive standard resource kits, supporting lesson ideas and resources are also freely 

available online at: www.racefortheline.com   

Each student resource kit (for a team of four) will contain: 

• a foam block precut with holes for axles, a rocket motor and a microbit payload,

• two metal eyelets to connect the car to the safety guide wire,

• two screw-in wall anchors to hold the eyelets.

The School ‘Race Kit’ 

Each school will also receive a ‘Race Kit’, including: 

• a 35m long stainless steel safety tether wire with pre-looped ends to secure to weights or posts to 
make a track,

• resources for timing and telemetry.

• Schools will source their own CO2 cannisters

What will teams and schools need to make or develop? 
The challenge is intended to offer a practical science and engineering experience. 

Wheels, axles and bearings 

Teams should create their own wheels and axles for their car bodies. They may make wheels themselves or 

use 3D printing or laser cutting technology. There are limits on wheel size and the size of the axles 

hole/bearing diameter in the rules (see Appendix and Lesson Resources for more information). 

NOTE: There are standard plastic wheels and steel axles available in the Dendrite.me Online Store for 

schools/teams without access to the tools or technology to make their own. 

Timing and G-force sensing systems 

Schools are encouraged  to develop, test and use their own solutions for timing cars and gathering 

performance data that. 

The timing and telemetry guide has lesson notes and plans to make variety of timing solutions using local 

technology or kits provided by The Learning Partnership. 

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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Design constraints and safety rules 
To ensure the safety of everyone involved in the challenge there are important rules that must be adhered 

to.  All cars must pass an inspection on the regional and national race day to ensure that the safety rules are 

being adhered to. Cars that are considered unsafe by race officials will not be able to compete. 

Foam body safety

In shaping the car body, there must be enough foam material left around the axles, safety guide screws and 

the rocket motor to ensure that they do not break free under rocket power.

You can find an A3 printable version of the Car limitations sheet and cut out templates to assist students in 

building in the appendix and in the lesson resources in the challenge areas. 

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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Wheels and axle safety 

Race officials will need to be satisfied that these are safe before a car can run. 

Wheel strength 

Teams must test their rocket car designs to make sure that wheels are well attached to the axles and will not 

break or come off the axles under rocket power. 

A rule to ensure that wheels remain intact through a run will be investigated with teachers at finals stages in 

the coming season to encourage students to thoroughly test and prove their choice of wheel and axle 

materials and design. 

The peak thrust of the rocket motor used in the challenge is 10 Newtons (approximately 1.01 Kg). 

Alternatively, cars can be tested with the optional air or C02 launcher which provides a very powerful impulse 

that is greater than the force of the rocket type used in the challenge.  

Wheel size - minimum limit 

The wheels must be sufficiently large to ensure that the metal eyelets that connect the car to the safety 

tether do not strike the floor. The minimum safe diameter for a wheel is 65mm. 

Limit for increasing the holes in the body for the axles 

Students may want to include a bearing (for example a plastic straw or other tube) to reduce the friction of 

the axle in the body.   Students can expand the pre-drilled axle hole to a maximum diameter of 6mm. This limit 

is indicated on the updated safety templates. 

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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“I’ve only got a few lessons to work with the students” 
First the teams should familiarise themselves with the aims, rules and the health and safety guidance for the 

challenge. They should also review the timing guide and decide on a method of timing.   Documents and 

videos for all of these can be easily found in your Race To The Line challenge area. 

Essential design questions for your students 

The key science and engineering concepts and questions for students to consider when making their car to be 

competitive are: 

• Mass.

• Drag.

• Friction.

• Stability.

• Is it safe?

Is the car as light as I can make it? 

Is the shape streamlined and does the body design minimise air resistance?  

Are all the wheels spinning smoothly and easily, does my car roll well? 

Does my car naturally want to travel in a straight line? 

Does the car design fall within the size and strength limits of the challenge? 

Simple test: Cars rolling down a ramp 

A great hands-on science activity in which these ideas can be explored in depth and detail is by exploring the 

effects of air resistance, mass and friction on their vehicles by rolling them down a ramp. 

Once students have made their prototype cars, construct a simple ramp.  Allow the cars to roll down the ramp.  

Measure the distances they travel and how far they deviate from a straight line. 

Alternatively, students can propel their cars using elastic stretched between the legs of a chair or assemble a 

CO2 based launcher using the optional parts and plans. 

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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Teaching and learning opportunities 

Design & Technology 

ACTIVITY 1: Introduce the project and develop the design brief 

- Review challenge overview videos and presentations at the challenge homepage.

- Organise students into teams

- Review the race day procedures

- Review safety limits and rules

- Identify the problems/questions: How do we make a car fast?  How do we make a strong and light wheel? What 
can we change? What can’t we change?

- Develop an outline design brief

ACTIVITY 2: Develop a specification and testing criteria 

- Research and discuss potential design approaches and ideas

- Identify key variables and features (e.g. low friction, weight, fixed or spinning axle, etc.)

- Consider ease of manufacture, tools, material properties, safety, etc.

- Create an initial specification for body shape and wheels

- Devise tests that can be carried out to confirm if designs meet the specification

ACTIVITY 3: Develop and present initial ideas  

- Create sketched or 2D computer based annotated drawings explaining how designs address the specification

- (optional) Explore use of 3D design – TinkerCad, etc.

- Discuss initial designs and identify potential issues or improvements

ACTVITY 4: Development of wheel ideas  

- Prototype wheels, explore materials - Strength/Density, etc. (recommend that students look at least two designs

or materials to refine ideas at this stage)

- Consider the design and use of a ‘wheel test rig’ to save using up the foam blocks in testing

ACTIVITY 5: Make and test prototype wheels 

- Create accurate working designs

- Manufacture a set of wheels and axles – by hand, laser cut, 3D printed, moulded, etc.

- Assemble and test wheel performance using a standard test rig

- Evaluate performance and identify and make improvements

 ACTIVITY 6: Shape Car Body and add wheels 

- Print or manufacture No Cut Zone safety margin templates

- Use hot wire cutter or other tools to cut the basic body shape

- Use sanding tools to finalise shape

- Use a pillar drill to increase axle holes within safety limits (optional if using different size axles or adding a

bearing – e.g. a plastic straw)

- Combine the axles and wheels with the body

ACTIVITY 7: Review, test & iterate designs 

- Evaluate final designs against the specification

- Repeat the safety and performance tests and make final improvements & GET READY FOR RACE DAY!

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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Computer Science 

ACTIVITY 1: Make a simple timing system (An introduction to micro:bit) 

- Explore the micro:bit Javascript Blocks Editor software https://makecode.microbit.org/

- Code a simple stopwatch tool using button events and the ‘running time’ variable

- Download their .hex program file to a micro:bit using a USB cable

- Experience using the microbit independently of a computer using battery power

ACTIVITY 2: Construct a switch based timing gate using the micro:bit 

- Adapt the stopwatch code or create new code to respond to pin events

- Wire a microbit to a variety of switches that open or close to trigger timing events

- Display the time taken for a model rocket car to travel between the switches in ms.

- Construct a working timing gate that can be used to test model rocket car designs

- EXTENSION: Given a known distance between the gates, use the ‘math’ blocks to calculate speed

ACTIVITY 3: Introduction to Telemetry 

- Code the timing gate micro:bit to communicate results to another display micro:bit wirelessly using the ‘radio’ 
blocks

- Discuss other potential uses for telemetry in the challenge

ACTIVITY 4: Practice using the datalogger code in preparation for race day 

- Assemble and test the datalogger

- Practice retrieving race data from a rocket car

Science 

ACTIVITY: 1 Devise scientific experiments to study rocket car variables and refine performance 

- Capture motion data with increasing precision and accuracy using a variety of techniques

- Use timing gates, video analysis or other experiments that the students devise, collect, tabulate and graph the

performance of the rocket cars and their wheels

- Use the data to draw conclusions about the effects of air resistance, mass and friction and use this knowledge to

improve their rocket cars

ACTIVITY 2: Explore the use of simulations 

- Use a simple physics sandbox app to create and explore a simulated rocket car world and investigate variables.

E.g. Algodoo

- Explore programs and apps that visualise air pressure to speculate and test aerodynamic ideas e.g. Wind Tunnel

on iOS

- Investigate constructing a physical wind tunnel using card tubes and a fan

ACTIVITY 3: Forces & Motion 

- Explore key ideas in the interplay of thrust, mass & friction. Explore use of force diagrams - Explore friction and

air resistance with vehicles on inclined slopes – shape, cross section, wheel types, etc.

- Investigate other ways to consistently and reliably propel and measure a moving vehicle – catapult, pully, etc.

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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Mathematics 

The Race To The Line challenge provides numerous opportunities for students to apply and practice their 

skills in mathematics. 

The design and testing of the challenge vehicles can involve: 

- using and making scale drawings

- measuring and marking distances (from mm to m scales)

- using angles and drawing circles and other shapes

- measuring and recording time to 1/1000 of a second

- dealing with and evaluating the data created in scientific experiments

- using maths to explore time and distance graphs

- gaining insights into force, mass and acceleration equations

- using knowledge of area, volume and mass to explore ideas of density

Working mathematically – fluency with numbers and standard measures, using numeric, algebraic, and 

graphical methods, 2D & 3D shapes, make and test conjectures about patterns (in their own experimental 

data), model situations mathematically  

Number – use a calculator and other technologies to calculate and interpret results 

Algebra – model situations by converting them to algebraic expressions or graphs 

Ratio, Proportion and Rate of Change -  use compound measures such as speed and density to solve problems, 

use scale factors, scale diagrams and maps 

Statistics: construct and interpret charts, graphs, etc, 

Other Subjects & Ideas 

Develop a team brand and logo 

- Design a logo

- Design a T shirt (iron on transfers can be explored)

- Make a team webpage or blog or set up a twitter account (ensuring e-safety)

Connect with local STEAM businesses and seek sponsorship 

- Promote the event and the team locally

- Sponsorship ideas could include:

o Offering sponsor companies their logos on cars, T shirts and presentations

o Seeking sponsor support for additional resources (micro:bits, foam blocks, air launcher, etc.)

o STEAM careers discussions

o Promote the project at local primary schools to encourage younger pupils to consider STEAM

subjects and careers

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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School commitment: running a school race day 
Once teachers have been trained in the challenge rules and received the race kit and resources, schools can 

begin to build, test and race the cars.  It is up to the school how they organise the race teams. 

Schools run an at school race (or round of races) to enhance the excitement of the challenge. 

Minimum space requirement for an at-school race: 

Schools will be provided with a 35m long stainless-steel tether wire that can be set across a flat area of 

playground or car park. Car speeds and times need to be measured at the end of a race length of 25m.  

Spare lengths of track can hold cars waiting to race. 

See Appendix for more details. 
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APPENDIX 1: FAQ 

Can we get some more foam blocks or rockets? 

Yes. Students may want to engage in redesigns and modification based on testing. Extra foam bodies or 

rockets for repeating firing can be purchased through the Race To The Line  store page. 

Can we get an air launcher or CO2 system for standardised testing? 

Yes. There is an air launcher system available. This is available on the Race To The Line  Store. It is ideal for 

intense cycles of testing and improvement with large groups. 

It is also suggested that consistent testing can also be achieved easily using a simple ramp or a 

launcher/catapult system that the students can design themselves. Having students design their own testing 

equipment is a great way to increase the challenge of the challenge.  

How can I ask for help? 

In your challenge area there are forums where you can ask questions. The ‘Ask Experts’ forum forwards your 

question directly to the TLP Education Team and Engineering experts who can answer almost anything about 

the challenge and the engineering concepts and challenges involved!  

Why do we need to change wheels and axles between heats and finals? 

To ensure that all teams compete on an even footing at a regional or national final, teams must apply the skills 

they have learned to shape, assemble and race a car without the support of a teacher.  

I don’t think we have the resources to make wheels. Will the project supply wheels? 

The hope is that all schools will be able to provide opportunities for students to create their own wheels and 

axles as it provides a deeper challenge and an opportunity for students to greatly improve the performance of 

their vehicles. We do realise that access to appropriate resources or tools may be problematic, so a stock of 

wheels and axles are available to purchase through the Race To The Line  Store online store.  

If I wanted to try 3D printing, how much would it cost? 

You may be able to access 3D printing technology at a local makerspace or STEM hub or purchase a 3D printer 

(£400-£1200).   Students that investigated the cost of 3D printed wheels for Race To The Line calculated the 

3D printing material cost at approx. 6p/wheel.  

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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APPENDIX 2: Curriculum coverage 

Science 

Race To The Line requires students to explore and apply key science ideas about forces and motion. In 

measuring and refining the performance of their rocket powered vehicles and prototypes, students are also 

encouraged to think and work scientifically: collecting data accurately, analysing results, proposing changes 

and testing their effects.  The micro:bit technology is also used in the challenge as a scientific data-logger 

and enables students to get first-hand experience of the application of the modern sensing and networked 

technologies that are so widely used in Science endeavours today. Students can also design and develop 

their own custom scientific measuring tools by adapting the micro:bit to measure key variables or respond to 

critical events and conditions. 

Working Scientifically 

Scientific Attitudes & Scientific Thinking 

Pay attention to objectivity and concern for accuracy, precision, repeatability and reproducibility 

Recognising the importance of peer review of results and of communication of results to a range of 
audiences 

Experimental skills and investigations 

Make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding 

Select, plan and carry out the most appropriate types of scientific enquiries to test predictions, 
including identifying independent, dependent and control variables, where appropriate 

Make and record observations and measurements using a range of methods for different 
investigations; and evaluate the reliability of methods and suggest possible improvements 

Making and recording observations and measurements using a range of apparatus and methods 

Analysis and evaluation 

Present observations and data using appropriate methods, including tables and graphs 

Interpret observations and data, including identifying patterns and using observations, 
measurements and data to draw conclusions 

Identify further questions arising from their results 

Carrying out and representing mathematical and statistical analysis 

Interpreting observations and other data, including identifying patterns and trends, making 
inferences and drawing conclusions 

Measurement 

Use and derive simple equations and carry out appropriate calculations 

RACE TO THE LINE UK – TEACHER GUIDE v1 01/02/21 
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Physics 

Motion and Forces 

Speed and the quantitative relationship between average speed, distance and time (speed = distance ÷ 
time) 

The representation of a journey on a distance-time graph 

Forces as pushes or pulls, arising from the interaction between two objects 

Forces being needed to cause objects to stop or start moving, or to change their speed or direction of 
motion 

Change depending on direction of force and its size 

Speed velocity and acceleration (looking ahead) 

The concept of cause and effect in explaining such links as those between force and acceleration 

Average speed is distance divided by time. Velocity is speed in a given direction. Acceleration is change in 
velocity divided by time. Movement can be shown in distance-time and velocity-time graph 

A force causes an object to undergo a specific change. Unbalanced forces cause changes in speed, shape 
or direction. Gravitational forces act between masses. Friction opposes motion 

Interpreting quantitatively graphs of distance, time and speed 

Acceleration caused by forces; Newton’s First Law 

Mathematics 

Working Mathematically 

Identify variables and express relations between variables algebraically and graphically 

Use standard units of mass, length, time, money and other measures, including decimal quantities 

Begin to model situations mathematically and express the results using a range of formal mathematical 
representations 

Algebra 

Model situations or procedures by translating them into algebraic expressions or formulae and by using 
graphs 
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Computing 

Understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems and how they 
communicate with one another and with other systems 

Undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using, and combining multiple applications, preferably 
across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals, including collecting and analysing data and 
meeting the needs of known users 

Develop their capability, creativity and knowledge in computer science, digital media and information 
technology 

Use two or more programming languages, at least one of which is textual, to solve a variety of 
computational problems 

Design & Technology 

Make 

Select from and use specialist tools, techniques, processes, equipment and machinery precisely, 
including computer-aided manufacture 

select from and use a wider, more complex range of materials, components and ingredients, taking 
into account their properties 

Evaluate 

Investigate new and emerging technologies 

Test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products against a specification, taking into account the 
views of intended users and other interested groups 

Technical knowledge 

Understand and use the properties of materials and the performance of structural elements to 
achieve functioning solutions 

Apply computing and use electronics to embed intelligence in products that respond to inputs [for 
example, sensors], and control outputs [for example, actuators], using programmable components 
[for example, microcontrollers]. 
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APPENDIX 3: Skills progressions and assessment frameworks 

ASSESSING STUDENT PROGRESS IN DESIGN &TECHNOLOGY 
Starting Line Accelerating High Speed RECORD BREAKING! 

Designing: Understanding 
contexts, users and purposes 

• Can discuss important rules and 
constraints including issues of 
H&S

• Can identify key design factors 
and create a basic specification 

• Can discuss implications of rules 
and constraints 

• Can conduct basic research and 
begin to use this to inform design 
criteria 

• Can carry out independent 
research to identify potential 
problem and design areas 

• Can develop a detailed 
specification to guide ideas 

• Can use books, web and other
resources to explore principles of 
vehicle design 

• Can develop clear specifications & 
testable design criteria 

Designing: Generating, 
developing, modelling and 
communicating ideas 

• Can discuss their ideas and 
engage in debate around 
resources and tools 

• Can produce basic design sketches 

• Can generate and present realistic 
ideas independently 

• Can use sketches and diagrams to 
illustrate ideas 

• Can show links between research 
and their ideas 

• Can produce detailed annotated 
2D drawings & designs 

• Can develop well researched, 
innovative ideas 

• Can produce comprehensive 
designs using ICT and 3D where 
appropriate 

Making: Planning • Can list tools and resources that 
they may need when asked 

• Can describe properties of 
different materials and how they 
might be worked 

• Can take account of and list 
availability of tools and resources 
in plans 

• Can explain their tool and 
material choices 

• Can make and order design 
decisions based on resource and 
time availability 

• Can break their plan of work down 
into stages

• Can show detailed ways to test 
and validate decisions in their
plans 

• Can formulate step by step plans 
as a guide to making

Making: Practical Skills and 
Techniques 

• Can follow key rules for health and 
safety 

• Can make reasonably accurate 
cuts and joins with teacher help
for more complex tasks 

• Can consistently follow H&S
procedures 

• Can independently measure, 
mark, cut and join with increasing 
accuracy 

• Can work safely at all times and 
monitor safety of team members 

• Can mark, cut and join materials
with a high degree of precision 

• Can work safely and with a high 
degree of precision through 
multiple build stages

• Can make and use jigs, templates 
and other construction aids 

Evaluating: Own ideas and 
products 

• Can talk about what they are 
making and the impact of various 
features 

• Can judge good and bad points 

• Can identify strengths and 
weaknesses and areas for
improvement in discussion 

• Refers to original design criteria
when testing 

• Can clearly identify where 
improvements can be made 

• Can devise tests to confirm if 
criteria are met

• Can suggest and make basic 
improvements 

• Uses testing and prototypes to 
refine ideas and develop or update 
specifications 

• Can critically evaluate designs & 
commits to making improvements 

Evaluating: Making products 
work 

• Can discuss key science ideas such 
as air resistance and mass and 
begin to express how they may 
impact designs 

• Can express how Science ideas 
such as air resistance and mass of 
objects directly influence the 
performance of their designs 

• Can makes clear reference to 
Science ideas in design phases 

• Can gather testing data and use 
this to help make informed 
improvements and predictions 

• Can clearly express how a variety 
of Science ideas are involved in 
their designs 

• Makes regular use of data and ICT 
to evaluate and improve their
products 
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ASSESSING STUDENT PROGRESS IN SCIENCE
Starting Line Accelerating High Speed RECORD BREAKING! 

Working Scientifically: Planning 
Investigations 

• Can, with support, ask simple 
questions that can be tested 

• Can, with prompting, offer way of 
gathering evidence to answer a 
question 

• Can, develop relevant, testable 
questions 

• Can understand and describe how 
to set up a basic fair test 

• Can set up an enquiry and design 
a basic test or experiment 

• Can describe methods of 
collecting relevant data 

• Can develop a comprehensive 
inquiry and fair test 

• Can make use of technology 
where appropriate 

• Can predict potential variables to 
manage 

Working Scientifically: 
Conducting Experiments 

• Can make simple systematic 
observations 

• Can make use of standard 
measures (mass, distance, etc.) 

• Can identify a variable with 
prompting 

• Can make careful systematic 
observations using standard 
equipment – rulers, etc. 

• Can measure consistently to a 
good degree of accuracy 

• Can identify a variable 

• Can select appropriate measuring 
tools 

• Can make repeated, accurate 
observations and explain how an 
average may be useful 

• Can understand and manage a 
variable in a test 

• Can create or modify measuring 
tools to suit the needs of the 
experiment inc. ICT based tools 

• Can accommodate more than one 
variable in an experiment 

Working Scientifically: 
Recording Evidence 

• Can record results and findings 
through drawings, tallies, etc. 

• Can, with support, tabulate results 

• Can explain and use data tables 
and make simple graphs from
them 

• Can create diagrams and 
drawings to illustrate findings 

• Can create detailed annotated 
diagrams and graphs to illustrate 
results 

• Can choose the most appropriate 
method to show results e.g. line vs 
histogram 

• Can choose the right methods to 
record complex data 

• Can make effective use of ICT to 
aid in recording and presenting 
data

Working Scientifically: Report 
Findings 

• Can, with support, make a 
reasonable conclusion based on 
evidence 

• Can present a simple written or
oral conclusion 

• Can write a conclusion based on 
evidence 

• Can, with support, discuss their
level of confidence in their results 

• Can develop conclusions based on 
evidence and suggest casual links 

• Can identify any results which may 
be suspect 

• Can illustrate clear conclusions 
and use evidence to discuss causal
links 

• Can state their level of confidence 
with certain data and suggest 
improvements 

Working Scientifically: 
Conclusions and Predictions 

• Can, with prompting, explain the 
role and value of evidence in 
Science investigations 

• Can, with prompting, discuss how 
more than one test may be useful 
to carry out 

• Can, with support, discuss the 
links between their evidence and 
their observations and conclusions 

• Can, with support, suggest how 
their experiment could be 
extended or improved

• Can refer to evidence when 
presenting conclusions 

• Can recognise that some factors 
may not have been tested

• Can, with support, identify other
tests that could be carried out 

• Can present clear links between 
evidence and their conclusions 

• Can suggest how other untested 
variables may support or oppose 
an idea 

• Can identify further comparative 
or fair tests that would be useful 
to carry out 
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ASSESSING STUDENT PROGRESS IN COMPUTING
Starting Line Accelerating High Speed Record Breaking! 

Computer Science 
Algorithms, Variables, Inputs & 
Outputs 

• Can copy and run a program that 
accomplishes a simple goal 

• Can use simple inputs and outputs 
such as button presses and 
displays with support 

• Can develop a simple program to 
a basic specification and debug it 
with support 

• Can write code that responds to 
switch based inputs 

• Can control the content of the 
screen of a microbit 

• Can develop more involved 
programs and debug them
independently 

• Can confidently use inputs and 
outputs 

• Can set variables based upon 
events and perform simple 
calculations and operations with 
them 

• Can explain Boolean Logic 

• Can break down a coding problem
into parts that can be tackled 
separately 

• Can set, change, combine and 
manipulate text and number
variables 

• Can use a variety of external
inputs and outputs 

• Can apply Boolean logic in their
programming 

Information Technology 
Software, Internet and Data 

• Can select a suitable software for
a task from a list 

• Can combine text and images into
presentations and documents 

• Can conduct basic web searches

• Can explain the role of a 
spreadsheet and enter data 

• Can choose the best software for
a task 

• Can combine various multimedia, 
links, etc. into presentations and 
publications 

• Can tabulate data in a 
spreadsheet and produce graphs 
with support 

• Can plan a project and select 
appropriate software 
independently 

• Can use video, 2D and 3D designs 
in presentations and web 
publications 

• Can collate and graph data using 
spreadsheets and dataloggers 

• Confident with a wide variety of 
software inc. simulators 

• Can conduct more complex 
searches – e/g/ image size, rights, 
etc. 

• Uses a range of data technologies 
to aid in the design and testing of 
their ideas 

Digital Literacy 
eSafety, Evaluating Information, 
Communication & 
Collaboration, Real World 
Applications 

• Can follow rules relating to 
eSafety 

• Knows how to report concerns 
about content 

• Can discuss how the types of 
software they may encounter in 
schools are used in the real world.

• Can recognise acceptable and 
unacceptable behaviour and act 
accordingly 

• Can discern useful content and 
information 

• Shows an awareness of need to 
protect online identity and privacy 

• Can discuss practical and real-
world applications 

• Can demonstrate a range of ways 
to use technology safely 

• Selects content for
trustworthiness and for its value 
to different audiences 

• Can explain how their skills with 
technology relate to real world
roles and challenges 

• Can use technology in creative 
ways to solve problems they 
identify 
Can use technology respectfully 
and securely 

• Can collaborate online and is 
aware of the need to respect their
privacy and the privacy of others 

• Can repurpose a range of digital 
artefacts for different audiences 
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ASSESSING STUDENT PROGRESS IN MATHEMATICS 
Starting Line Accelerating High Speed RECORD BREAKING! 

Number • Can use decimals and fractions 
and understand percent as parts 
of a hundred when referring to 
changes of weight or distance 

• Can use equivalence between 
fractions, decimals and 
percentage when exploring 
problems 

• Can round to different degrees of 
accuracy 

• Can discuss and solve problems 
involving percentage change – 
e.g. increasing speed or reducing 
the mass of a rocket car 

• Can make appropriate and useful 
estimates 

• Can apply a wide range of number
skills to design make and problem-
solving tasks 

• Can use rounding and 
approximation to help others 
understand complex data 

Shape Space & Measures • Can read and follow scale 
drawings with measurements 

• Can find area and volume of basic 
cube and cuboid shapes 

• Can solve problems involving 
converting between measures 

• Can use terms inc. point, vertices, 
perpendicular, symmetry, radius, 
circumference, etc. 

• Can label sides and angles with 
standard conventions 

• Can interpret plans and elevations 
of 3D shapes 

• Can measure circumference, 
radius, area and volume of circles 
and cylinders 

Statistics • Understands difference between 
line and bar graphs 

• Can read values from graphs 

• Can tally and tabulate results and 
other experimental data 

• ‘Can calculate a mean from a set 
of data 

• Can interpret and construct a 
simple line graph 

• Calculate mean, median and 
mode from a list of numbers and a 
frequency table 

• Can construct and interpret a 
range of chart types 

• Can analyse and compare 
different set of data and draw 
conclusions 

• Can explain the advantages and 
disadvantages of using the mean, 
media, etc. 

Geometry • Can measure & draw angles 

• Can name common 2D shapes 

• Can use a protractor with 
precision 

• Can classify the 2D shapes that 
make up wheels and car bodies 

• Can use a scale factor

• Can solve geometric problems 

• Can identify properties of 3D
shapes 

• Can identify and construct shapes 
on 2D and 3D coordinate axes 
including enlargement 

• Use scale drawing confidently 

Algebra • Can perform basic formula based 
calculations 

• Can identify and use variables

• Knows rules of algebraic notation 

• Can solve a linear equation 

• Can use substitution in formulae 
and expression 

• Plot and interpret distance/time 
graphs & speed/time graphs 

• Solve a variety of linear equations 

• Plot and interpret distance/time 
graphs & speed/time graphs using 
data they collect themselves 

Ratio and Proportion • Can discuss ‘acceleration’ as a 
change of speed 

• Can understand force arrows as 
showing force and direction 

• Can explain and show evidence of 
acceleration in graphs and charts 

• Can use force arrows/vectors in 
designs and presentations 

• Can use ratio notation 

• Can solve problems involving 
speed

• Can use ratio and proportion to 
describe a situation 

• Knows the connection between 
speed, distance and time 
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APPENDIX 4: Recommended resources 

Useful equipment: 

• Hot wire cutter or band saw for cutting the foam block

• Sandpaper

• Paper for designs and planning

• Pencils, sharpeners & erasers

• Sharpies for marking the block

• Rulers

• Paints

• Chalk for marking out a track

Resources for making wheels: 

• Wheels - Thin sheet wood or plywood, plastic, acrylic, 3D printer spools (PLA), old CDs, etc.

• Axles – wooden dowel, bamboo skewers, steel or brass rods, carbon fibre or glass-fibre

• Bearings (optional) – plastic straws, carbon or metal tubes (Max 6mm diameter)

• Saws and other tools

• Laser Cutter / 3D printer (if available)

Resources for making micro:bit based timing gates: 

• Micro:bit devices, USB cables, battery packs

• Assorted wires and crocodile clip cables

• Wood, cardboard and acrylic, metal rods or thick copper wire

• Metal drawing pins, split pins, etc. for making switch contacts

Other equipment required for Race Days: 

• Laptops or PC with internet connection for programming micro:bits and recording results

• Bluetooth enabled mobile device to run the datalogging app and receive telemetry at races

• Video camera/Photo camera for capturing races or footage for video analysis

Non-essential but valuable 

• Air Launcher – to test your cars in class
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APPENDIX 5: Design restrictions 
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Minimum wheel diameter 

Wheels must not be smaller than 65mm diameter. This size limit ensures that the eyes that secure the 

car to the tether line will not strike the floor when the car is moving. 

Material and construction choices for wheels 

Wheels can be constructed of any safe material and may be fixed to the axles or allowed to spin 

independently.  Some materials such as thin acrylic may shatter under race conditions and students 

can explore ways to test the resilience of their wheel and axle solutions. A rule to check that wheels 

and axles survive challenge races will be enforced this season to encourage testing by teams. 

The challenge lends itself to teams exploring the use of laser cutters or 3D printers although teams 

can be successful with wheels made from lightweight, recycled materials they source themselves. 

Examples of student made wheels from Season 3 

Axles and bearings 

Carbon fibre rods, aluminium tubes or other materials can work as axles.  Bamboo kebab skewers are 

particularly effective and enough for whole year group can be acquired very cheaply. 

It is permitted to enlarge the pre-drilled axle holes in the block to a maximum diameter of 6mm. This 

allows students to explore the use of thicker axles and different bearing materials such as plastic 

straws or similar tubes to reduce friction between the car body and the axle. 

Teams are also permitted to ‘fix’ their axles to the body with a fast setting glue such as hot glue from 

a glue gun or a fast setting epoxy if they wish.  

NOTE: Teams need to bring wheels and axles to attach to new bodies they will make at finals. 
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APPENDIX 6: Foam block shaping and cutting advice 

The Styrofoam (Extruded Polystyrene Foam) material used to construct the Race To The Line Rocket 

Cars is widely used by craftspeople, designers and engineers for making models and in constructions 

and is considered a safe material to shape and cut.  

The Styrofoam block can be cut and shaped using a wide range of tools including hot wire cutters, 

knives, fine toothed saws, metal rasps and files, powered disk or drum sanders and sandpapers. 

General precautions & recommendations: 

There is the potential to generate dust and other particulates from Styrofoam cutting and sanding 

operations and to generate fumes from hot wire cutting.  These may be an irritant to some students 

or those with Asthma.  

Existing D&T and Science policies and procedures for the management of dust and fumes, etc. can be 

applied to the working of the Styrofoam material.  

It is recommended that competing schools should conduct a general risk assessment and review in 

line with their policies for Design, Technology and Science and ensure appropriate control measures 

are in place for any cutting or shaping activities such as: 

• provision of ventilation equipment for the extraction of fine dust or fumes

• provision of personal protective equipment including safety goggles or dust masks

• regular and thorough cleaning of workshops to avoid slipping hazards from dust falling in the
floor

• provision of washing facilities
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APPENDIX 7: At-school race requirements 

Minimum space requirement for an at-school race: 

Schools will be provided with a 35m long stainless-steel tether wire that can be set across a flat area 

of playground, car park or path.  A tennis court or outdoor basketball court can often suffice. 

The race distance 

Car speeds and times need to be measured at the end of a race length of 20m.  The spare lengths of 

track at either end can hold cars waiting to race or that have raced. 

1m timing gates (if used) should be set at 20m-21m from a firing point. 

Safety zone 

A safety zone must be set and supervised to ensure students remain a safe distance away from the 

fast moving cars and any potential debris from broken wheels or axles. A teacher should supervise the 

loading and firing of rockets. A ‘range safety’ officer must also ensure that no one enters the racing 

area while racing is underway. 

The safety zone ensures that no spectator or supervisor is no closer than 3m from the moving cars. 

NOTE: Full details of track layouts and safety areas, safety roles and responsibilities, scoring/timing 

methods and rules for finding the winning teams are provided in the Teacher CPD sessions. 
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APPENDIX 8: The Challenge online Store 

You can locate the Store by following the links at the bottom of the pages in the website.

Use the store to purchase additional resources to support or extend your engagement with 

the challenge. 

These include: 

• Additional Rocket car kits

• Rocket motors

• Air launcher systems & spare launcher discs for repeated indoor testing of cars

• Moulded plastic wheel and steel axle sets for situations where teams making wheels is not

possible.
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